We compute the isotopy groups of various subspaces of the isotropy group at an interior point of an annulus. We also prove that if a and x are interior points of a disk D, then TTa[H (D-a,x) ]=Z, and nn[H(D-a, x)l=0 for »/^l where H (D-a, x) is the isotropy group at x.
Introduction.
Let A' be a topological space, and let H(X) denote the group of homeomorphisms of Aconto itself topologized by the compact open topology. The isotropy group at x e X will be denoted by H(X, x) = {h e H(X)\h(x)=x}. The arc-component of the identity H0iX) is a normal subgroup of HiX) and H(X)jH0(X)=tt0[H(X)]
is the group of the arc-components of H(X), which is called the isotopy group of H(X). The isotopy groups for the subspaces of H(X) are similarly defined. In this note we compute the isotopy groups of various subspaces of the isotropy group at an interior point of an annulus, and Trn{H(D -a, x)] for n^.0 where D is a disk and a, x e lnt(D).
Preliminaries.
We state some fundamental lemmas which will be needed in the sequel. Lemma 2.1. The space of homeomorphisms of a closed n-cell onto itself which leave the boundary of the n-cell pointwise fixed is contract ¡ble [l,p.406 Let A=SlxI and H2(A) = {h e H(A)\h = e on Bd(/4)}. H. Gluck [3] defined the winding number for a homeomorphism // e H2(A) as follows. The space H(X) of a manifold X is a fiber bundle over Int(X) with fiber H(X, x). The homotopy sequence of this bundle is exact and McCarty [5] obtained the following exact sequence which is called the homeotopy exact sequence of X,
where, if X is locally compact, locally connected and (ii) Let a = (0, £) and y be the closed arc Sxx% in A. We note that every // e HX(A, a) is orientation preserving on A since it is the identity on the boundary curve Cx. Thus h(y) does not bound a disk or Möbius band and //(y)~y fixing the point a, since the homotopy group ttx(A, a)=Z has only the identity and inverse automorphisms and // must induce the identity automorphism of trx(A, a). Lemma 2.5 implies that there is an ambient isotopy Gt:A, a-*A, a (OStSl) such that G0=e and Gx=h on y. Since Gx1h = e on y, Lemma 2.2 implies that G7V/|/l2:^e on A2 by an isotopy which is the identity on the closed arc y and moves only on the boundary curve C2.
In Ax, since Gx1h = e on yUCx, the isotopy classes of the restricted homeomorphisms {Gr1//^,}, for all h e HX(A, a) and the above defined homeomorphisms G,, are Z classified by the winding numbers {WIG^I^A^A^}. Buta homeomorphism Gr1//such that W[Gxlh\Ax; Ax]j± 0 cannot be isotopic to the identity on A=AXKJA2, since the isotopy in HX(A, a) leaves C,U{a} pointwise fixed. Thus the isotopy classes of the collection of all such homeomorphisms G71// on A are Z. But since Gx is 5-isotopic to the identity fixing the point a, we have w0[H1iA, a)]7 T0[{G7Vz}j and the isotopy group is Z.
(iii) We note that, for every h e H2iA, a), there is a homeomorphism g such that g ^B e on A and g"1h = e on yUC,uC2 by Lemma 2.5. The collection of the restricted homeomorphisms {g_1/z|/4¿}, for all h e H2(A, a) and the homeomorphisms g, generates the isotopy classes Z for /'= 1, 2 by arguments similar to that of the proof of (ii). Since the homeomorphisms g are 5-isotopic to the identity fixing the point a, we have tt0[H2(A, a)]' "'olig"1"}] and thus the isotopy group is ZxZ.
In the following theorem, the solution for the case n=0 partially answers a question raised by Quintas [6, p. 932]. Proof.
For the case n = 0, for simplicity we consider 51x(0, 1] for D -a and let x = (0, \) and C=51xl.
We first show that every // e H+(D -a, x) is isotopic to the identity by an isotopy in H+ (D -a, x) , where H+(D-a, x) is the collection of the orientation preserving homeomorphisms in H (D -a,x) .
Denote y = S1xJ, Bx = S1x(0, |] and B2=S1x [J, 1] . Then it can be seen that h(y) does not bound a disk or Möbius band and //(y)~y fixing the point x. Thus by Lemma 2.5, there is an ambient isotopy Gt: D -a, x^-D -a, x (OStSl) such that G0 = e and Gx1h = e on the arc y. Now observe that the restricted homeomorphism Gx1h\B1 is isotopic to the identity on Bx. We can regard Gx^h as a homeomorphism of a disk onto itself fixing one interior base point [5, Lemma 4.2]. Thus Lemma 2.1 implies that the homeomorphism G71// is isotopic to the identity on the disk by an isotopy fixing the base point and the boundary y pointwise. In B2, by Lemma 2.2, it can be seen that the restricted homeomorphism G^I^B., is also isotopic to the identity on B2 by an isotopy fixing the closed arc y pointwise and moving on the boundary C. Thus G71/? is isotopic to the identity on D -a by an isotopy fixing the point x, and thus the homeomorphism h is isotopic to the identity in H+(D -a, a). Hence we see that In this sequence, since P* [trx(H (D-a) )] is the center of trx(D-a, x)=Z, P* is an epimorphism which implies that it is in fact an isomorphism.
